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	Text2: I’m also grateful that once again the Men of Grace are here.  Their patriotic, inspirational songs remind us of the great community spirit in this land we love, the United States of America.We were also elated that students from the Michigan School of the Performing Arts chose this occasion to premiere the song they wrote which celebrates the city of Pontiac.  They are under the direction of the immensely talented Dr Paul Byerli who is also our new Arts Commission Chairman.   I hope you’ll take a moment to read about the Commission’s upcoming events in our inaugural City Newsletter which is available here tonight.  You’ll see that the Arts Commission is doing great things.And isn’t it delightful to be here in this historic building – Lafayette Ballroom is an architectural landmark gem that has been beautifully restored.  And there will more of this kind of building restoration throughout the city.There’ve been many other people essential to producing tonight’s event who I’d like to acknowledge…Department Heads Sherikia Hawkins, Terry King, Joseph Sobota and Nevrus Nazarko as well as Staff and Hostesses.
	Text3: I’ve titled the theme of this year’s address… Pontiac Finds a Way:  Building a Community Where People Want to Live, Work & Play.[WHERE WE WERE:]First I’ll start by reminding us where we were when I last stood before you a year ago. Secondly, I’ll outline where we are presently and third, I’ll make some observations about our great potential and steps we’ll need to take to fully execute our plans and achieve our goals for the future.  
	Text4: When I first took office, I wasn’t even given the opportunity to appoint members of the Executive Office including a Deputy Mayor like every other mayor had under our Charter – and a Community Development Staffer as part of the Executive Team – much like the former mayor had done before even as we were still under the Emergency Manager which I was not!If you remember last year we started out by describing the litany of horrors from which we were emerging after the experience of 3 – count them, THREE – Emergency Managers.  We were still expecting another year of a deficit budget and were under tight financial control of a TAB Board that relentlessly administered the dictates of the Emergency Manager … known as 334 under which the Mayor and elected Council had no power to administer city government initiatives could be vetoed by the TAB and regularly were.  As Mayor under the S334 all the employees – except one administrative aid – worked for the City Administrator.  I wasn’t even afforded the opportunity to appoint a Deputy Mayor as stated in our City Charter. Even despite these controls we’ve moved forward and were able to challenge and get changes in the final order.  
	Text1: [Paula Tutman Introduces Mayor:][Mayor’s Remarks:]Thank you, Paula.  You are an m.c. par excellence, Emmy award-winner, celebrated journalist and accomplished author and actor.  We’re lucky to have you here.  Thank you, again.   And thank you, Everyone in the audience, for being here.  It’s wonderful that we have the opportunity to gather yet again to take stock of the progress we’ve collectively made to move our magnificent city forward.  Before we dive in further, there are a few more people I’d like to thank for participating in tonight’s program.What better way to capture the significance of this event then by having Tom Kimble, the illustrious State President of the AARP, as our Host.  
	Text5: Based on what we achieved last year, I think it is fair to say, Pontiac, that both City Council and I are taking the steps towards renewed local control very seriously and more importantly, with your help, we are producing some remarkably positive results.  
	Text6: CITY COUNCIL:Moving the ball forward has been a partnership with the City Council who are here today and I would like to recognize them.  Council President Patrice Waterman – who has been a guiding influence for her District Neighborhood Group – known as Bloomfield Hills Estates, on the most active and well-attended in the City.Pro-Tem Mary Pietila.  Who has improved the communication within her District through Facebook and who chairs the Public Safety Subcommittee.Councilman Don Woodward – whose latest accomplished project is restoration of the historic mausoleum at Oak Hill Cemetery which was dedicated on this Memorial Day holiday.Councilman Randy Carter our resident i.t. support and Chairman of that Subcommittee who has sustained programs of neighborhood maintenance and…Councilwoman Dolores Taylor Burke – has been instrumental in engaging Trinity Church in adopting 3 of the parks in her District.Councilman Mark Holland not only serves as Chair of Law & the 50th District Court Subcommittee, he is also an unwavering advocate for improvements at the Court which I know you’re all aware has special resonance for me as it is the Honorable William Waterman Hall of Justice.  Every day I walk past that building I’m reminded of what serving community at its best should be about. Thank you, Mark, for continuing that tradition.Councilman Kermit Williams who is the council’s representative on the recently completed Econmic Development Plan which as I’ve already discussed has been instrumental in expanding our economic vision for the city. [HIGHLIGHT]If there is one take-away that will is one take away that will punctuate this year’s address it is that Pontiac has emerged from a bleak period of financial crisis and has come out the other side stronger and wiser than before.  We’ve reached financial benchmarks that have caused the State Treasury to concede, that although there are challenges still before us,  that we are no longer a city in financial distress.Instead of a deficit budget, I reported to City Council in June – that we had achieved a surplus of $3 Million dollars.  Good news for a city that just 15 months before had been on its back and some were even forecasting its being siphoned off.As of the end of the fiscal year – 6 months after I and our 9th Council had taken office, we’d built a 15% of revenue surplus fund which was one of the benchmarks Treasury had set for Pontiac to move out from under receivership.Financial stabilization was a keen focus during my first year in office.  I knew that stabilizing our budgets – maintaining  tightly-focused controls and consolidating expenses and increasing revenue would be an important steps making the transition to home rule.  Throughout the period we’ve been working with the State Treasury to regain local control.  For example,   Search from which was returned to fund candidates with the same skillsets as the state-appointed City Administrator for me to select from to fill the position of Deputy Mayor and transition to phase out the City Administrator’s role.  …. This week the Search Firm has notified me that they have candidates they are ready to present to me for my choice to assume a role we need to help move our city forward.  After juggling so many balls, no one will be happier to have an agenda-focused Deputy Mayor at long last in place than me.These are major benchmarks that have been achieved.  In anticipation of further progress, State Treasury representatives have challenged me to construct a Transition Staffing Plan.  In this process I have enlisted the assistance of several notable champions of Pontiac including our notable State Rep Tim Greimel who not only facilitated these discussions between State Treasury and myself and City Council but also has been an unwavering ally to Pontiac in defending the interests of our City.  We are forever indebted to him for his efforts.  
	Text7: Other partners who stand at the ready to support Pontiac are:14th District Congresswoman Brenda Lawrence, whose presence is regularly seen in Pontiac.  Also our two Senators, Gary Peters and his wife Colleen, who are both enthusiastic  friends of our City…And Senator Debbie Stabenow whose staff have been of assistance to us on a number of issues.The jury is still out on the whole Emergency Manager Era in Michigan.  Certainly it has played out differently in the dozen or so municipalities which have had them.  Pontiac was the second city (after Ecorse) to emerge from Emergency Manager control.  Completing Pontiac’s transition to home rule and all the rights associated with a return to our rightful local democracy would be a win-win scenario for both the City and for the Governor.  
	Text8: [MASTER PLAN:]Let’s talk about some of the things we’ve accomplished together. In this past year, Pontiac has updated its Master Plan for the City.  This was a coordinated effort facilitated by our Planning Department and the Planning Commission, many of whom served on the Steering Committee that organized community Visioning Sessions and engaged residents in multiple public forums to ensure this process reflected the current needs and desires of residents and other stakeholders.  Some of the features of this Master Plan included the addition of entrepreneurial districts, the incorporation of the Downtown Transportation Study with its recommendations for reconfiguring the Woodward Loop and its emphasis on “walkable urbanism” and complete streets as a model for creating self-sustaining neighborhoods.  
	Text9: Pontiac is now a certified “One Stop Ready” Community.  This distinguishes us as having incorporated business support practices that eliminate unnecessary red tape and streamlines the process for engaging and completing development projects.  Many of our elected officials as well as Commission officials as well as our Development Staff has been certified in the principals of the One Stop Ready concept.  We know developers have cited this commitment to a more efficient process as making Pontiac a more attractive place for new job-creating businesses to invest.
	Text11: Let me cite a few significant examples. Starting with St Joseph Mercy Oakland Hospital completion of the $125 Million state-of the art patient tower.  They were also recently joined by another project at The Woodward Gateway known as the M1 Concourse Project for which the groundbreaking was held last week.  This was an innovative concept.
	Text10: A look at our record of our increased economic development is symbolic of the effect of these new policies.  We can cite up to $754 Million in development projects that have been proposed or are in some stage of completion.  
	Text13: Pontiac was front  & center when General Motors chose our city as the location to announce a major new Michigan-based investment initiative with a $124 Million investment slated for expansion of manufacturing capacity in our city.Also the completion of the 33 individual homes in Unity Park area.  Several notable Pontiac businesses are expanding.  Eastern Oil, $620K.  Autozone, $500K.  And a number of others.  
	Text12: I cite also the opening of major retailer – Forman Mills - at the Oakland Pointe site.  The construction of a new industrial manufacturing facility representing a $20 Million investment by Challenge Manufacturing.
	Text14: A number of non-profits  have also increased their presence in Pontiac.  For example, the Berstein Community Health Clinic.  The Haven and Grace Centers of Hope which last week launched a $5.8Million campaign to establish their Women’s & Children’s Center to increase their support services for families in need.
	Text15: The list is growing longer each month.  The new strategies of economic development are paying off as evidenced by the increased numbers of smart investors, businesses and developers who are taking note about the good things happening here. They want to be in business with Pontiac.  
	Text16: There are other ways in which we’ve supported business development.Last year we declared November 29th as Small Business Saturday to support and celebrate local small businesses.  We are also publishing a Greater Pontiac Business Guide which will feature all the licensed business in Pontiac.  We want to encourage our residents to buy Pontiac first.  Professor Breiger, Chairman of Economic Development Transition Team has been spearheading this effort to publish their Directory.  And I believe there are representatives are here this evening with information about how you can use the guide to help promote your business.
	Text17: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN (EDA):With a grant from the Econ Devo Administration, Pontiac’s Econ Devo Plan known as “Pontiac Moving Forward” was submitted this May.  Oakland County coordinated this effort through its Econ Devo and Community Affairs Dpt.  Particularly Department Director, Dan Hunter, who co-chaired the Project with me.  As well as Brett Rasegan, Brad Hunter and OHM Advisors, consultants on the project.  Other members of the Steering Committee were Oakland County Treasurer, Andy Meiser, Council Member Kermit Williams, Garland Doyle, Deputy Director Pontiac Community Development, Dane Thomas, Chairman Pontiac Planning Commission, and Glenn Konopaskie, former President of the Pontiac Downtown Business Association.  
	Text18: In addition, there were 500 project advisors and residents who contributed their expertise and gave input either through multiple strategy sessions or via phone survey.  This was a mammoth community effort which looked at Pontiac’s economic assets and potential strengths and identified six planned pillars that expressed what is valued and needed most by this community.   These pillars serve as the foundation of the plan and the framework around which the strategies of implementation are derived. 
	Text19: The Pillars are:1)	Educate & Develop the Workforce2)	Advance Strategic Growth Ideas3)	Enhance Local Brand & Image4)	Improve Local Quality of Life5)	Promote Development in Priority Areas6)	Align & empower the Implementers
	Text20: Now that the plan has been completed, implementation becomes key.  A plan without funding support for implementation is just a wishlist that may never become realized.  In the 2015 Budget I presented to Council, the policy was fulfilled by several initiatives that were funded.  For example, $75,000 for Master Plan implementation.  $200K that will be dedicated toward developing projects that benefit neighborhood revitalization.  Completing a Parks & Recreation Master Plan.  Controlling Blight in our communities by increasing support for nuisance abatement.  Some of the surplus prosperity will be returned to businesses and citizens alike with the reduction of business license and permit fees.  Thus fulfilling one of Mayoral promises, that our shared vision would be utilized to create a shared prosperity.We also allotted funding to restore recreational programs and to school partnerships to enhance youth recreational activities.Council and I were agreed with the principal of supporting the economic development of these funding initiatives and Council strengthened these programs by adding additional funding for neighborhood pride and beautification events and youth and government programs. 
	Text22: Speaking of rehabilitation, many of you expressed your elation when we were able to reopen the Orchard Lake/Auburn Ave connection through the Phoenix Center Garage.  This is one of the major East/West connectors and it was an annoyance to all of us to drive around, going out of the way, to get from one side of the city to the other.  It didn’t say in order S334 that I should have the power to open it up but I did it anyway because I thought it would be good for this city and many of you told me you thought so too.  It had been closed in 2012 by the Emergency Manger, but we were tired of taking detours when it was possible to move straight ahead.  This is another sign of Pontiac moving forward.
	Text23: [OAKLAND UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP]One of the developments of I’m most pleased about is the partnership we’ve solidified with Oakland University.  Newly installed President George Hynd has a fantastic vision for the university which includes a strong metropolitan component.  When he and several of his deans reached out to establish the partnership, I readily accepted.  OU could offer great resources in terms of research, grant writing, project development and intern support. 
	Text24: Right now there are political science, public relations and public administration interns doing projects at City Hall such as redesigning our website and our new city newsletter, the first edition is on the newsletter is on each of your chairs.  It will help us continue to share information about all the good things that are going on in Pontiac as we tell our own story and rebuild our local brand.   
	Text25: Civic Engagement Text
	Text26: In closing, it’s clear that when we link arms and unite with new ideas and new technologies, we can collectively accomplish great things.  We’ve created a new narrative about Pontiac that is attractive to business development and redefined our goals to become a livable, sustainable community.  So many of you have joined in this effort to make Pontiac a better place.  We are proving the naysayers wrong.  As I thought about this last year, I was reminded of the very cold difficult winter we had last year.  As the land began to thaw,  I visited Crystal Lakes Golf Course and asked the manager how the greens had fared through the rough weather.  He said the course had fared very well compared to lots of others because it has the scrubby kind of grass that can withstand tough winters while other courses are more delicate and fragile.  When those other courses face tough conditions they don’t do so well.  
	Text27: So, to those who predicted we couldn’t come back, I’m here to tell  you that Pontiac is like that scrubby, resilient course grounds.  We faced tough conditions, but we didn’t give up.  
	Text21: Another way we are revitalizing our neighborhoods and increasing our property values is by through our program to eradicate blight. We have identified the vacant, abandoned, derelict properties that have been an eyesore on the neighborhoods for so long and posed safety problems for school children, as well as decreasing our squatter and arson fires. We have doubled down on the effort to eradicate both structural and nonstructural blight, within three years by removing bottlenecks to start demolishing dangerous neighborhood structures.  With dedication of our CDGB funds for this purpose we already one-third of the way and will aim toward having blight-free neighborhoods in two more years.  Already, these policies have shown results.  Property values in Pontiac increased on average by 9% last year after remaining stagnant for the past eight.  This is the highest yearly increase for any Oakland County city.  We’ve also seen the number of arson fires decrease and have created safer routes for our children to follow as they go to and from school.  
	Text28: We’ve gone through that rough winter and now because of the positive efforts of everyone in this room, our work is beginning to bear fruit.Thank you for your partnership, Pontiac!!  We’re not at the finish line yet, but we’ve come a long way. 
	Text29: Thank you for your partnership, Pontiac!!  We’re not at the finish line yet, but we’ve come a long way. Thank you again for being here tonight, and let’s keep this progress going.   And with that, I’m going to turn the proceedings back over to Tom who will make a few, short closing remarks.   Tom?   


